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I. INTRODUCTION 
In [A] Amitsur constructed the first example of a noncrossed product 
division algebra (central nd of finite dimension). His example was the 
universal (formerly “generic”) division algebra UD(K, n, t) of t (22) 
generic n x n-matrices over a field K,where he chose K to be the field Q of 
rational numbers and n to be divisible y 8 or the square of an odd prime. 
He used the following important property of UD(K, n, t): 
1. THEOREM (Amitsur [A, p. 4193). If UD(K, n, t) is a crossed product 
with a group G, then any K-division algebra of dimension 2 over its center 
(containing K) is also a crossed product with (a group isomorphic to) G. 
The aim of this paper is to extend this result, we will prove for K= Q. 
2. THEOREM. Zf UD(Q, n, t) is a crossed product with a group G, then 
any division ring A of dimension 2 over its center is a crossed product. If 
char(A) does not divide n, then A is a crossed product with G, too. 
Note that his is not a trivial extension fAmitsur’s proof of Theorem 1. 
Amitsur constructed a polynomial (in the free algebra K(X,,..., X }) con- 
taining the crossed-product-information and not being an identity for nx n- 
matrices over all extension fields ofK. This technique does not work in the 
general case of Theorem 2 as the polynomial cannot be protected against 
being an identity onA (first ofall it is necessary tobuild the polynomial in
Z{Xt ,..-, x,>)- 
So we will approach the problem in a completely different manner: We 
will use the p-adic valuation Q, extend it to UD(Q, n, t), calculate the 
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residue skew field which will turn out to be UDGF(p), n, t), and then we 
will apply an abstract theorem about valuated crossed products developed 
in Section III. Perhaps the techniques for proving Theorem 2 may also help 
to study relations between the invariants and concommitants of n x n- 
matrices over different fields a they are closely related tothe UD algebra, 
but perhaps only the rational invariants and concommitants. We will not 
do this here. Anyway, Theorem 2 makes it clear that searching for non- 
crossed products in prime degree q is to be done in UD(Q, q, t) when using 
an UD algebra. 
II. EXTENSIONS 
The following result is quite useful: 
3. THEOREM. Let r be a subdivisionring of a division ring A, let C and D 
denote their centers, respectively. Assume 
[PC] 2 [A:D] < CO. 
Then we have 
(i) [r:C]=[A:D], CcD, A=TQ,D. 
(ii) If r is a crossed product with a group G, so is A. 
Proof: Let H be the D-division algebra generated bythe set C in A, H 
is commutative and there is a canonical map f: TOc H--t A which is a D- 
algebra homomorphism. As rBc H is simple f is injective andso we get: 
[A:D]<[r:C]=[r@,H:H]<[T@,H:H].[H:D] 
=[r@cH:D]<[A:D]. 
Thus [H:D] = 1 and [r:C] = [A :D]. This implies (i). To prove (ii) we 
choose afield M in r which is a Galois-extension of C with group G. Then 
MQ, D c TQc D = A is a field, and all automorphisms ofM/C extend to 
MQ, DID. 
III. VALUATIONS AND CROSSED PRODUCTS 
As we want to apply Hensel’s Lemma, we will only use rank-l- 
valuations. Thus a valuation 1.1 on a ring A ( ~0) will be a function A -t R 
with the following properties: 
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Ial =O-u=o, 
Ia+4 dmax(ld Id), 
la-4 = lal .PI, 
for all a, b E A. I refer the reader to [W] or [Sch] for the general valuation 
theory. For a valuated Ring (A, 1. I) we can define a metric by 
d(u, 6) := la - bl. This defines on A the structure ofa topological ring, the 
complete hull 
A 
of A is then again a valuated ring as all structures extend continuously to 
A, A is imbedded into A. As the topology on A is separated wehave that Z
is a subring of the center of 2 if Z denotes the center of A, but we need: 
4. LEMMA. Let (A, 1. I) be a valuated division ring with center D, then: 
(i) 1 is again adivision ring. 
(ii) Zf [A :D] < co, then 4 is the center of a and we have 
J=AQ,D (algebraically). 
(iii) Zf A is a crossed product with a group G (esp. [r: D] = 
IGl* -c co), so is 1. 
Proof (i) For a, bed-0 we have Ia-l-b-‘1 = Ia-‘.(b-u)*b-‘1 = 
lul-‘~~b-ul~Jbl-‘. Now approximate dca-0 by a sequence (a,), 
with u,EA, we can assume la,,1 > ldl/2. Now la;’ - a;‘1 =
IanI -’ . lamI -’ . la,,, - a,] <4/d/*. la,, - u,l, so (a;‘), is a Cauchy-sequence, 
its limit (in 2) must be d-‘. 
(ii) There is a canonical map f: A@, 4 + 3 which is injective as 
A@, d is simple, so A ODD is a subspace of 2. It is complete as - - 
[A OD D : D] = [A : D] < co: if b does not carry the discrete opology we 
can apply Theorem 1.3.2 of [SC, p. 211, and if the topology is discrete han 
we must have ICI = 1 for all cE D - 0. This proves that D was already com- 
plete (i.e., 4 = D). If we now take de A, then there is a unique xtension f
the valuation D to the field D(d) (cf. [W, Sect. 144, p. 2191). This forces 
A to carry the trivial valuation, soits topology is discrete, h nce A was 
already complete. 
(iii) This is a direct consequence of(ii) and Theorem 3. 
Now we want to deal with extensions ofvaluated skew fields and the 
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connection totheir esidue skew fields. If (A, 1.1) is a valuated skew field, 
then the set 
R:=(d~d:ld(dl} 
forms a local ring with maximal ideal 
I:= {dEA:Idl< l}. 
The residue skew field R/Z is called the residue skew field of (A, 1. I), it will 
be denoted by 
ii. 
The canonical map R -+ d” is called the residue map and will be denoted by 
If r is a subskewfield of A, then 1.1 induces a valuation r. The residue 
skew field r is canonically considered asa subskewfield of ”. We have the 
dimension-formula 
Note at last hat if (E, 1. I) is a complete valuated field and A4 an algebraic 
extension field of E, then there is a unique xtension f1.1 to a valuation f
E (cf. [W, Sect. 1441). 
5. LEMMA. Let M be a finite xtension field of the complete valuated 
field (E, I . I ). We have: 
zs inertial (i.e., [a: E] = [M: E] and I@/,!? isseparable), then 0) If WE 
M/E is Galois o &i/i? is Galois 
In the Galois case the groups are isomorphic. 
(ii) If M/E is normal, so is fifE. 
Proof: (i) (cf. [Sch, Corollary toTheorem 1, p. 631 (note that normal 
in [Sch] means Galois). 
(ii) Choose q E fi. Now choose z E M with 1~1 d 1 and 2 = q. Let 
f~E[y] be the minimum-polynomial of z over E, f = 
r+c, yr-'+ ... +c,. By hypothesis we can find z,,..., z, E M with 
zi=z and f=(Y-z,)...(Y-z,). Now we have ~~~l=l~~l~~‘=~zl~l (cf. 
[W, Sect. 144, p.219]), so f=(Y-z’;)...(Y-z) exists and is a 
polynomial in E[ Y] with T(q) =7(z) =fx) = 0. So the minimum- 
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polynomial of q over E (dividing 7) splits into linear factors over li;i, hence 
Q/E is normal. 
Now we will apply this to crossed products. 
6. THEOREM. Let (A, 1.1) be a valuated ivision ring with center D and let 
Z denote the center of d. Assume further 
n2 = [d”:Z] = [A :D] < co. 
Then we have: 
(i) The center of d” is b, i.e., Z = B. 
(ii) If A is a crossed product with a group G, then d” is again a crossed 
product. v char(a) j n, then 2 is also a crossed product with G. 
(iii) Zf A is complete and if d” is a crossed product with a group G, so 
is A. 
Proof: (i) DC Z is clear. Now [A:D] = [d:Z] = [d:Z]. [Z:8] d 
[A:D], thus [Z:d] = 1. 
(ii) If A is a crossed product with G, so is 2 by Lemma 4. As the 
residue skew field does not change by going up to the complete hull we can 
A assume to be complete. Now let M be a maximal subfield ofA Galois 
over D with group G. By the dimension-relations 
[cd:@] < [,,,A:M] =n, 
[h?:d] < [M:D] =n, 
[A:D]=[d”:Z]=[d”:~]=[Az%lii]+@:d] 
d [MA:M]. [M:D] = [A:D], 
we find [&:B] = n and so fi is a maximal subfield of2. M/D is inertial if 
char(J) 1n and so we can apply Lemma 5(i) to prove the second statement 
of (ii). But fi/B is normal by Lemma 5(ii) in any case, so d” is a crossed 
product by a result of Saltman’s [S, Lemma 3, p. 1671. 
(iii) By hypothesis d”containes a maximal subfield N Galois over 
Z=a. N/D is primitive: N= D(q) for a qE N. Choose ZE A with 121~ 1 
and z” = q, define M := D(z). The residue skew field of M containes D and 
q, hence N. So [M:D] > [fi:d] 2 [ZV:B] =n, thus M is a maximal sub- 
field of A and fi = N holds. Now we can apply Lemma 5(i) again. 
There is a simple application to this result. IfA is a division ring with 
center D and [A : D] < cc and if T is a purely transcendental extension field 
of D, then A BD T is again a division ring (it is a ring of central quotients 
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of a polynomial ring over A, hence a domain). With these notations we
have: 
7. COROLLARY. A is a crossed product if and only if A Q. T is. 
Proof: Going up from A to A OD T is done with the aid of Theorem 3, 
the going down will be done in three steps. So let A QoT be a crossed 
product. First assume tr-deg( T/D) = 1. Then A a0 T carries a Laurent 
series valuation and the residue skew field is A then, We can apply 
Theorem 6(ii) therefore. Thesecond step is tr-deg( T/D) < CO, it is done by 
induction tr-deg( T/D). 
The last step is the general case. Let M be a maximal subfield ofA 6Jo T 
Galois over the center T of A aD T. M/T is primitive: M= T(z). Let 
f=Y+c,Y-I+... + c, E T[ Y] be the minimum polynomial of z over 
T and let z1 ,..., z, be all roots off in M. Now there is a purely transcenden- 
tal extension T’ of D in T with z ,,..., z, c ,,..., C,EA@, T and 
tr-deg( T/D) < co. So A OD T’ is a crossed product and also A by step 2. 
IV. CONSTRUCTIONS AND NOTATIONS 
This section isquite technical but necessary tointroduce our notations 
used in the rest of this paper. We will construct the valuation on 
UD(K, n, t), but the proof that it is really a valuation will be Section V. 
From now to the end let (K, 1.1) denote a valuated field. 
(1) Let Y=tYJ,,. be system of algebraically independend variables 
over K, later a special Y will be chosen. We want to extend 1.1 to the 
function field K(Y). First we extend it to K[ Y] by 
VI := max(la,I) m 
if f =x,, a, YE K[ Y]. We find If. gl = 1 if IfI = lgl = 1 using the 
canonical mapR[Y]+&Y] where R:={a~K:lal<l} as &Y] is a 
domain. The equation If. gj = 1 easily extends to If* gl = Ifl. lgl for 
arbitraryf, ge K[ Y], the other valuation axioms are checked at once. By 
w&A := Iflllgl 
with f, gc K[ Y], g #O, we extend I* I from K[ Y] to K(Y). 
Caution. The extension f1. Ifrom K to A4 := K( Y) depends very much 
on the choice of Y. This caution is important as we will change Y in the 
proof of Theorem 10. 
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(2) Now we will calculate he residue field K(Y). Choose a E KF) 
with Ial < 1. There are f, ge K[ Y] with g # 0 and a = f/g; we can assume 
\gl= 1, then IfI = Ial < 1. So f, gER[Y] with R as in (1). 
We can apply the canonical map R[ Y] + R[ Y] to f and g, let f 
(resp. 2)denote their images. Now g # 0 because of lgl = 1, and 82 does 
only depend on a as long as f/g = a and I gl = 1. Thus a 1+7/g can be 
considered asthe residue map of (K( Y), 1. I), so we have imbedded KF) 
into E(Y), but as x and Y are contained inthe image of that residue map, 
we have proved 
I??) = K(Y). 
This isomorphism and this residue map will be used in the proof of 
Theorem 10. (Y was assumed to be algebraically independend over $ too.) 
(3) We will need the following: 
8. LEMMA. Let (E, 1. I) be a valuated field, M,(E) the ring of n x n- 
matrices over E. The map 
II .II: M,(E) -, R 
has the following properties (a, bE M,(E)): 
(i) lbll 20
(ii) Ilull =Oou=O 
(iii) Ib+bll ~max(lkll~ lbll) 
(iv) (Ia. bll = Ilull a llbll, andequality holds ifa or b has the form 
(a so-culled constant diagonal matrix). 
(4) A few explainations  UD(K, n, t) are necessary. We will con- 
sider UD(K, n, t), n a natural number, ta natural number or co, t 2 2, as 
the K-division algebra generated bythe matrices 
y, X2Y.,X~ 
in M,(K( Y)). We will have to make that more precise: Let Y be the system 
( y,,x!“‘) 1, rJ,k ’ 1 <i, j<n;2<k<t 
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of algebraically independend variables over K, let 
y:=(; . . . :.) xk:-i::ji: 1-1 1;) 
be matrices in M,(K( Y)). The K-algebra K( y, x2,..., x,) generated by 
y, x2,..., x, in M,(K( Y)) is a domain and its ring of central quotients i the 
UD(K, n, t) division algebra (in a special representation hatis useful for us 
here). UD(K, n, t) has dimension n* over its center 
Z(K, n, f). 
We will need a characterisation of Z(K, n, t) due to Procesi (cf. [PI). Let 
U be t he subgroup of the multiplicative group of K(Y) generated by the 
elements yi, x$?, these lements form a basis of U as an Abelian group. So 
we can define a group homomorphism U-t 72” by yib 0, xg) H ei- ej 
where (e, ..., e,)is the standard basis of the group Z”. Let 
be the kernel of this group homomorphism. U. is a free abelian group with 
a basis formed by the elements of the following five types: 
(4 Yi9 
(b) xl:‘, 1 <i,j<n, 
(c) x’,:. x:1, 2<m, l<n, 
(d) xi’,!. x!$‘. xl;‘, 3<k<t, 
(4 x?‘. xp. 
The symmetric group S, operates on U by yj H y,(,), XT) H ~$i’,,~(~, for 
s E S,, and U, is a stable subgroup. Thus S, operates on K( U,), and as 
y, ,..., y, EU. we get an imbedding of S, into Aut(K( U&K). With these 
notions we have: 
9. THEOREM (Procesi). The center Z(K, n, t) of UD(K, n, t) is the fixed 
field of K( U,) under S,. 
(Compare [P, Theorem 1.9, p. 2523; an explicit proof can be found in 
WI.) 
(5) We extend 1.1 on K to K(Y) as in (1) taking the Y of (4). With 
E= K(Y) we consider the function I(. (1 on M,(K( Y)) as defined in 
Lemma 8 in (3), then we restrict t o UD(K, n, t) c M,(K( Y)). This is the 
valuation we are searching for as our next theorem states. 
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V. THE MAIN RESULT 
10. THEOREM. L.et II*II bethe function on UD(K, n, t) as defined in (5) of 
Section IV where (K, 1. I) is us in (1) of Section IV. Then II* 11 is a oaluation 
on UD(K, n, t) and the corresponding residue skew field is canonically 
isomorphic to UD($ n, t). 
Proof: First we have to introduce some more notation: 
A := {aeUD(K): l/all Gl}, 
C:= {xEK(Y): 1x1 Gl}, 
where UD(K) abbreviates UD(K, n, t), etc. Then we have 
A c M,(C). 
Now consider the canonical map 
where K( Y) and K( Y) are identified as in (2) of Section IV. We have 
ker(P)= {a~ A: (Iall < 1). 
Let Z(K) and Z(K) denote the centers of UD(K) and UD(K) respectively. 
As Z(K) does only consist ofconstant diagonal matrices we see that I( *11 is 
on Z(K) identical with the restriction of 1. Ion K( Y) to Z(K). Thus we have 
a residue field of (Z(K), 11. II )denoted by 
2 
and a residue map that can be identified with the restriction of P.At last let 
B 
denote the center of im(P). Now we have to deal with the folowing 
program: 
(9 R(Y, x2,..., x,)c im(P) 
(ii) B contains only constant diagonal matrices 
(iii) B is a field and Z(R) c B 
(iv) UD(K) c im(P) 
(v) [im(P): B] 2 n* 
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(vi) [im(P): 21 <n* 
(vii) B=$! and [im(P): 21 =n2 
(viii) 2= Z(R) 
(ix) im(P) = UD(K) 








Kc im(P) as Kc UD(K), P(xp) =xk, P(y) = y. 
Any element of B commutes with y and with x2 by (i). As it 
commutes with y it is a diagonal matrix, then we find from 
the commutativity with x2 that it is constant onthe diagonal. 
Choose c E A with P(c) EB - 0, c = (c~)~ E M,(C), then (ii) 
tells u that q= 0 for i#j and G# 0. New consider 
det(c) = 1 w(s). c~,~(~). . c,,,(,). 
SC& 
If s = id, then the according summand has value 1 under 1 .I 
as (ciil = 1; if s #id, then the summand has value < 1 under 
1. )as there is an i E ( l,..., n} with s(i) # i. This proves 
Idet(c)l = 1
As A CM,(C) the adjoint matrix adj(c) of c is also an 
element of M,(C), thus Iladj(c)ll d 1. As Idet(c)l = 1 we 
find det(c))‘EC, thus cc’=det(c)-‘*adj(c)~M,(C)n 
UD(K) = A. So P(c)-’ = P(c-‘) exists and so B is a held. By 
(i) the center of K( y, x1,..., x,)is contained inim(P), and as 
it consists only on constant diagonal matrices itis contained 
in B. So its field of fractions which is Z(K) does also lie in B 
as B is a field. 
UD(K) =Z(K).& y, x2,..., x,)cim(P) by (i) and (iii). 
We have M,(& Y)) = K(Y) * UD(K), therefore the canonical 
K( Y)-algebra homomorphism K( Y) Oe im(P) -+ M,(E( Y)) 
is surjectve, so [im(P): B] = [K(Y) @‘B im(P): E(Y)] 2 
[M,(K( Y)): R(Y)] = n* 
If b 1 ,..., 6, E im(P) are linearly independend over 2 and if we 
choose a, ,..., a, EA with P(ai) = b,, then a, ,..., a, are 
linearly independent over Z(K) (analogous to a standard 
argument in valuation theory, cf. [Sch, Lema 17, p. 201). 
This proves [im(P): 21 d CUD(K): Z(K)] = n*. 
An easy consequence of2 c B (trivial), (v  and (vi). 
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(viii) This is the hardest part of the proof. We will use Theorem 9 
both for UD(K) and for UD(@. In (4) of Section IV a basis 
for U0 as Abelian group was given, we will call it b here. We 
can apply the permutation fthe variables ofY induced by 
s E S, to that basis, we get a new basis called s(b). Now let b’ 
denote any of those basis’ s(b). If UE K( U,) we find 
polynomials f, g in (t - 1). n2 + 1 variables (as b’ has 
(t - 1) 3 n2 + 1 elements) with coefficients in K such that 
g(b’) #O and a =f(b’)/g(b’). Two facts become important 
here: First he elements of b’ are all monomials in K[ Y] all 
with coefftcient 1, second b’ is algebraically independend over 
K. So if we look at the polynomial f and if we look at f(b’) 
which is an element of the polynimial ring K[ Y] we see that 
the set of coefficients of f and f(b’) are identical, thesame 
holds for g. We can assume that g has coefficients i  R := 
{de K: IdI < 1 }, g # 0 shows that we can also assume that g 
has a coefficient c (EK) with ICI = 1. The considerations 
above now say Ig(b’)l = 1, so If( = (al. If Ial = ljall < 1we 
can now calculate he image of a under the residue map of 
K(Y) using (2) of Section IV and the fact hat the residue 
map is simply P. We find 
P(a) = W-(Wdb’)) =.f@‘M@‘)~ 
where 3 (resp. d)are obtained from f (resp. g) (not f(b’) 
(resp. g(b’))) by applying the residue map of K to the coef- 
ficients of f (resp. g). This shows P(a) E i?( U,) for u E Z(K) 
with Ial < 1. Now choose SE&,% Aut(K(U,)/K), we use the 
calculation of P(u) given above both with 6’ = b and with 
b’ = s(b): 
s(f’(a)) = s(fWNN =3W)MW)) 
= W-W))/&(b))) = Ma)). 
As UE Z(K) we have a = s(a), thus s(P(a)) = P(u). This 
proves P(u) E Z(K) by virtue of Theorem 9. So 2 c Z(K) is 
proved, by (iii) and (vii) we see Z(K) c B = 2. 
(ix) By (iv) we have UD(K)cim(P) and by (vii) and (viii) we
have CUD(R): Z(K)] = n2 = [im(P): Z(K)], thus UD(K) = 
im( P). 
(x) From (ix) we see that im(P) is a domain, thus Ilull = lbll = 1 
implies Ilu. b(l = 1 for a, b E UD(K). If we now take a, b 
arbitrary in UD(K), but #O, we find c, dE K- 0 with 
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Ilull = [cl, llbll = (dl. Then IIc-’ . a(/ = I[&‘. 611 = 1, thus 1 = 
Ilc-‘uW’dJI = ICI-1. IdI-‘. Ila.bll= Ilull-‘- llbll-‘. Ila.blJ. 
This shows !(a. hJJ = )\a\\. JlbJJ for all a, bEUD(K). Together 
with Lemma 8 we have proved that I(. )I is a valuation 
UD(K), and we have seen that P must be the residue map, 
so UD(K) is the residue skew field by (ix). 
As UD(K, n, t) has dimension 2 over its center for every field K we are 
able to apply Theorem 6: 
11. THEOREM. Zf UD(K, n, t) is a crossed product with a group G, then 
UD(K, n, t) is also a crossed product, and if char(K) does not divide n, then 
UD(K, n, t) is also a crossed product with G. 
If we now take Q with the p-adic valuation for (K, I * I) and then combine 
Theorem 11 with Amitsur’s theorem (Theorem l), then we receive 
Theorem 2 stated in the introduction. 
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